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I am a bird chaser, in a way. 

I like to scroll through the 
Orange County Rare Bird Alert 

site to check who is visiting 
our local birding spots. 

Sometimes I am lucky 
and find the birds and 
other times I get 

skunked. In fact, I tried five times 
to see a Masked Booby who was 
hanging around at the end of the 

Dana Point harbor jetty for seemingly 
weeks. Each time I went, even taking a 

spotting scope for a closer view, I never 
could locate it (lots of gulls, pelicans, 

cormorants and their guano covering 
the rocks though). After one of my failed 

attempts, I was walking around the harbor 
and observed a Great Blue Heron flying with a twig in its 
mouth. I followed the huge bird with the enormous wingspan 
(up to 6 ½ feet) and 
watched it land on 
a branch with its 
mate. They were 
building a nest in a 
Eucalyptus tree in 
a locale along the 
jetty with plenty of 
activity. I guess they 
weren’t bothered 
by the constant 
stream of walkers, 
bikers, and runners 
or by the picnickers sitting on the bench below. It was sweet to 
watch their interaction which looked as if they were conferring 
on the best method to make the nest. Then I watched the one 
fly off grab another twig and return. I didn’t get to see the 
booby, but I sure do feel my trip was well spent.

During fall or spring migration I don’t have to go very far to 
look for birds visiting the OC. Crystal Cove SP is a stopover 
place for many visitors as it offers feeding opportunities, water, 
and a safe place to rest their weary wings. Sometimes it’s not 

those passing through that cause pause, occasionally, it’s the 
year-round residents who we may see on each trek out in the 
park that look just a little bit different. Sometimes I’ll see a 
bird that I think is one of our usual suspects, but something 
unusual is stumping me to the point that I question myself. 
This insecurity in identification mostly happens during the 
spring. For example, just recently, I was walking along the 
beach and saw what I thought was a Willet, one of the 
conspicuous 
large 
shorebirds 
who are 
normally 
drab and 
gray. Not 
this one 
however, 
even though 
it looked like 
a Willet and 
acted like 
a Willet, it 
was boasting stripes and streaks in a mottled brown plumage 
and after observing the bird for awhile I realized the Willet 
was sporting its breeding best. I see Willets at our shoreline 
all throughout the year, or so I thought, but apparently they 
go elsewhere to mate. Soon they will leave these wintering 
grounds along our coastal region and head far inland to the 
Great Basin, where they will reunite with their mates and 
build nests near marshes, prairie pothole ponds, and wet 
fields. Willet pairs often remain together for several years and 
return to the same nest sites where the male will challenge 
any intruders with raucous rants and physical altercations. 
Both parents incubate the eggs and teach the young to feed, 
but the female Willet departs the nest site up to two weeks 
ahead of the male, leaving her mate to finish raising the chicks. 
Maybe it really is just during the winter that we spot these 
chunky, long legged shorebirds on the waters edge, but both 
Alex and I are convinced otherwise. The birding maps may say 
one thing, but maybe it’s time for us to do an informal Willet 
census because a birdwatchers proverb reads “When the bird 
and the book disagree, always believe the bird.”  

Great Blue Heron
(Ardea herodias)

Willet
(Tringa semipalmata)



Today is Earth Day, one of my favorite days of the year. Not that 
I have any big plans, but I love all the hoopla, accolades, and 
adoration that Mother Earth receives on April 22. As mentioned 
in a previous Crystal Cover, we did receive a grant from 
California State Parks Foundation to purchase three water bottle 
re-filler stations, but we won’t be hosting any large-scale events 
as we have for so many years. Now that Orange County has 
moved into the Covid-19 orange tier however, we technically 
are permitted to host a 50-person maximum beach cleanup 
which we may try to organize in May (the beach could use some 
serious love). So instead of the usual park beautification projects 
we tend to focus on for our Earth Day events like painting, 
weeding, or planting, this year the Orange Coast District 
Interpretive Team created little vignettes offering ideas for Earth 
Day activities to do at home. Both Vicki from Doheny SB and 
Bailey from Bolsa Chica SB offered creative ideas for recycling 
and reusing trash (and keeping it out of the landfills). Cryssie 
from San Onofre SB, alongside her adorable little fella, showed 
us how to plant Narrow-leaved Milkweed, the favorite food for 
Monarch butterflies (who can use all the help they can get these 
days). Sara Jo from San Clemente SB, the newest member to our 
interpretive crew showed us how to turn old t-shirts into new 
cloth tote bags, a craft we will undoubtedly be featuring at our 
next summer camp. Finally, Alex, Laurel, and I had a ton of fun 
producing our snappy Trash Rap and Brian had even more fun 
editing it. Check them all out!

Each time I venture 
into the park I 
encounter new 
treasures. Last 
week I stumbled 
upon countless 
By-the-Wind-
Sailors (pretty 

free-floating jellies 
that live at the surface 
of the water) that 
had washed ashore, 
and then I discovered 
a lone Pyrosome, 
a clear, gelatinous 
cylindrical colony 
(looks like a translucent wiggly thumb) which consists of 
hundreds to thousands of individuals called zooids. I saw a 
lovely Orange-crowned Warbler whose loud lilting song was 

probably meant to attract 
a lady and continue to be 
delighted by the fields of 
Blue-eyed grass, which is 
abundant along the bluff 
trail. Another eye-catching 
bountiful bloomer along 
the Pelican Point path 
is Acmispon glaber or 

Deerweed. It’s hard not to be dazzled by the delicate yellow 
and orange petals, but what’s fascinating is that the different 
colors signify an ecological process. The transformation from 
yellow to orange is known as “floral color change” and 
serves sort of like a blinking billboard to pollinators. This visual 
signal alerts organisms like bees, birds, and butterflies to 
avoid flowers which have already been visited and increases 
pollination efficiency. Think about it, why spend energy on a 
flower that has little if anything to offer? If you’re hungry and 
looking for nectar or pollen and a flower says “got nothing 
for ya” why not seek nourishment elsewhere? Whereas 
most plants drop their petals once pollination has occurred, 
Biologist Fritz Muller speculated that retention of the petals 
enhances the color presence of the plant so that it can be 
recognized by a pollinator from further away and direct them 
to unfertilized flowers rich in goodness and reward. 
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By-the-Wind-Sailor
(Velella velella)

Blue-eyed Grass
(Sisyrinchium bellum)
Alex Anderson

Deerweed
(Acmispon glaber)

Pyrosome
(Pyrosoma)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zfzI0WPx4o


The park is busy. Brisk, bustling, boisterous, and sometimes 
even buzzing (all “b” synonyms for busy)! Although it is 
only April, park staff is vigorously preparing for summer. 
The lifeguard towers are back on the beach and while they 
normally wouldn’t be staffed yet, the increasingly high 
visitation has warranted weekend lifeguard coverage and the 
towers will likely be staffed from here on out (in other words, 
there are a lot of toes hitting the sand these days, more than 
ever before). The picnic tables that were removed from the 
Historic District last spring have all been returned (albeit with 
6’ spacing between them), and soon all restrooms will be open 
to accommodate the growing crowds.  In all honesty, it seems 
like summer 2020 has never ended!

Since today is April 22, the actual 51st anniversary of Earth 
Day, it seems only fitting to end this Crystal Cover with a quote 
about saving the earth. As I scrolled through a plethora of 
serious, concerning, fun, and funny quotes I simply couldn’t 
settle for one. Instead, I will leave us with a few of my new 
favorites as well as the most important quote of all: 

Every Day is Earth Day!

See you in the Park!

Winter
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